A polychotomizer which assigns the input to one of K 3 classes is constructed using a set of dichotomizers which assign the input to one of two classes. De ning classes in terms of the dichotomizers is the binary decomposition matrix of size K L where each of the K 3 classes is written as error-correcting output codes (ECOC), i.e., an array of the responses of binary decisions made by L dichotomizers. We use linear dichotomizers and by combining them suitably, we build nonlinear polychotomizers, thereby reducing complex decisions into a group of simpler decisions. We propose a new method to learn the error-correcting codes from data based on soft weight sharing which forces parameters to take one of a set (here two: ?1= + 1) values. Simulation results on eight datasets indicate that compared with a linear one-per-class polychotomizer and ECOC proper, these methods generate more accurate classi ers, using less dichotomizers than pairwise classi ers.
Introduction
In classi cation, we have a multidimensional input x that we want to assign to one of a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes C 1 ; : : : ; C K . When K = 2, the classi er is a dichotomizer and when K 3, we implement K polychotomizers, one for each class.
Implementing a one-per-class polychotomy directly by separating a class from all other classes may be di cult and require a complex discriminant function.
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The alternative is to de ne a set of simpler classi ers, each specializing on one aspect thereby solving a simpler problem and combining these simpler classi ers we get the nal classi er.
In our case, the base classi er is a linear dichotomizer with small number of free parameters. That is we use as the building block a hyperplane that separates a set of positive examples from a set of negative examples. To de ne a polychotomy in terms of dichotomizers, from the original multiclass training set, we generate a set of two-class training sets of positive and negative examples each of which trains one dichotomizer.
The K 3 classes are de ned as a function of the response of an array of binary decisions with enough redundancy added for tolerance to faults. One problem is that the number of di-
. Another is that each dichotomizer is trained with data from a smaller training set of only two classes and thus has higher variance. Related to this fact is that the response of dichotomizer separating C i from C j gives no information at all when the example does not belong to C i or C j . To alleviate these, a smaller number of dichotomizers which are all trained with the whole dataset is desirable.
Error-Correcting Output Codes
To get robustness in case the dichotomizers Dietterich and Bakiri 2] report that with C4.5 trees, the dichotomizers trained to learn the ECOC dichotomizers are larger and when multilayer perceptrons are used as dichotomizers, there may be a problem of convergence. These imply that the tasks dened by the columns of D may be more dicult than the original problem of separating one class from all others. For a three-class problem as those in Fig. 1 3 5 In Fig. (1-a) , the second column which indicates separating C 2 from C 1 and C 3 is not linearly separable. In (b), the second and third columns are nonrealizable with linear dichotomizers.
ML Training of a Linear Dichotomizer
We are given a labelled sample X = fx (t) ; y Note that ECOC does not perform as well as OPC. It may be that in the high dimensional space, classes lie in far away corners and it is possible to linearly separate one class from others. But when they are grouped, they cannot be separated linearly. In ve of the eight datasets, the accuracy of PW is signi cantly superior to that of OPC. This is not due to having larger L however; ECOC with as large L is not as accurate. This indicates that classes are pairwise linearly separable; adding other classes, as ECOC does, is harmful. Instead of assuming codes a priori, we need to nd a way of \learning" them taking into account the hypothesis bias of our dichotomizers, e.g., linear separability. , we can compute the outputs of the dichotomizers and generate the vector a (t) . Then using the sample fa (t) ; y (t) g, we can learn the weights d kl . Note that what we are training is a polychotomizer. Using softmax instead of a sigmoid, we get the estimators for the pos- We take values a little bit o the saturation regions for the derivative to be nonzero. Having now constructed a bona de MLP, we can now netune the dichotomizers and the decomposition matrix by training them in a coupled manner as the rst and second layer weights. During this netuning, we use a small learning factor to not destroy the structure generated by ECOC.
The advantage of this structure is that, when compared with pairwise classi cation, it uses less dichotomizers and all dichotomizers are trained with the whole sample. And compared with ECOC proper, the partitioning of classes is not done a priori but is coupled with the training of the dichotomizers such that any de ciency in one can be corrected by other dichotomizers.
Simulation Results
In Figure 2 , we see that with the constraints added, the second layer weights of an MLP do converge to a bimodal distribution without losing accuracy. We notice that the approach given in Eq. (12) where auxiliary parameters are ltered through tanh converge better than soft weight sharing with two Gaussians. Our method is able to learn with arbitrary L, which may be much less than K(K ? 1)=2 as required by pairwise separation, without losing from accuracy.
As shown in Table 3 , netuning significantly improves accuracy in four out of eight datasets (Table 3) . We also see that though ECOC proper was worse than OPC, ECOC netuned is better in ve of the eight datasets. Similarly, ECOC netuned is more accurate than PW in three of the eight datasets and worse in three; this is despite the fact that PW uses much larger number of dichotomizers.
Though we use linear dichotomizers trained with maximum likelihood, any other method, e.g., decision trees, can be used to learn a l and our method can be used to learn the error-correcting codes, i.e., the right way to combine them. When K is large, there are many di erent sets of error-correcting codes of length L possible. Some of them may t the hypothesis bias of our learners, e.g., linear separability in the case of linear a l , and some may not. By netuning these codes from data, we make the codes better suited to the bias of the a l we have at hand.
Note that this approach is also interesting in that ECOC de nes a target value for the hidden units of the MLP in a classi cation problem. This allows dividing the task of training a two-layer perceptron into the training of several one-layer perceptrons for which faster convergence can be attained, and the training can also be parallelized if several processors are available. When the MLP is viewed this way, it is no longer a black box that is di cult to interpret but each hidden unit is a dichotomizer with a well-de ned task and the second layer is the de nition of the classes in terms of these dichotomizers.
One possible direction for future work is generalizing for the decomposition matrix to be a function of the input. This allows having di erent ways of combining the dichotomizers in di erent parts of the input space and would allow representing more complicated discriminants. 
